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Background to Chachapoya Tombs (~ 900 – 1530 CE)

Viewshed Analyses of Cliff Tomb and Burial Tower Sites

In the northeastern highlands of Perú, the
Chachapoya people used above-ground tombs to
place their dead. The Chachapoya were a collection
of different ethnic groups who shared similar cultural
practices and lived within the borderlands of Andean
mountains and Amazonian lowlands from
approximately 900 to 1530 CE. However, within the
Chachapoya region, above-ground tombs are
significantly diverse. This study suggests that the
heterogeneity of the Chachapoya people is
materialized through the different ways in which they
perceived and experienced the landscape of aboveground tombs. It considers how visibility and mobility
shaped the everyday experience of communities in
the past as people engaged with places of death in
multiple and diverse ways.

Above-ground tombs can
range from mausolea, burial
towers, sarcophagi, or walled
rock faces. They occur in
cliffs, rock overhangs, on
mountain slopes or in caves.

La Petaka-Diablo Wasi
Mortuary Complex:
A viewshed from five points on
this extensive cliff face shows
visible segregation from
residential and some
agricultural area. La Joya is
on top of the mountain in
which tombs are placed.

Pomacochas Mortuary
Complex:
A viewshed from three
observable tomb structures
shows visible segregation
from residential sites and
recorded agricultural terraces.

A) Laguna de los Condores B) Parajíllo C)
San Juan D) Michimal-Chivane
E) Diablo Wasi F) Los Estribos G) San
Jerónimo H) Karajía

Landscape Survey & Spatial Analysis Methods

Map of study area showing
recorded sites and paths

1. Pedestrian Survey: using a Garmin handheld GPS and local
knowledge, spatial information on above-ground tomb sites,
residential sites, agricultural terraces, pathways and landscape
features was gathered during the 2018 field season.
2. Database Compilation: combined survey data with sites
recorded during preliminary research in 2016 and 2017. The
database is composed of over 120 recorded features, and 47
above-ground tomb sites.
3. Spatial Analysis: 4 above-ground tomb sites were sampled
because of the availability of landscape data. The sample
consisted of 2 cliff tomb sites and 2 burial tower sites.
Coordinates were imported into GoogleEarth to create polygon
and path files representative of the features. Features were
analyzed in ArcGIS Pro with merged 30m SRTM DEM tiles to
produce Viewsheds from tombs sites.

Key Findings
1. Cliff tombs at La Petaka-Diablo Wasi and
Pomacochas are visibly segregated from residential
areas and few agricultural zones
2. Burial towers at Papamarca and Michimal are very
visible from residential areas and most agricultural
zones
3. Above-ground tomb spatial patterns and architecture
are heterogenous and may correlate
4. Two different sensory perceptions and experiences of
places of death are materialized through the
landscape of above-ground tombs

Papamarca Burial Towers:
A viewshed from four burial
towers shows a strong visible
relationship with households
at the sites of Timbambo
(Upper) and Cerro
Papamarca. Households
appear to be located directly
in the line of sight from tombs.

Michimal Burial Towers:
A viewshed from five burial
towers shows a strong
visible relationship with
households at Chivane but
not with Pirka Pirka.
Agricultural terraces
appear to be in the line of
sight from tombs

Conclusion & Future Implications
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Landscapes of above-ground tombs entangle people’s perceptions
and experiences of places of death. In the Chachapoya region,
different communities perceived and related to the dead in different
ways.
Future Implications: This study is limited to the availability of preliminary
research data. Further investigation will require more extensive survey and
a consideration of possible theories for the heterogeneity of tomb
landscapes, such as regional patterns, temporal variation, or cultural
changes (ex. Inka invasion).

